Heli-Expo 2020

Airbus Helicopters adds 250 more helicopters to global support
contracts
Anaheim, 29 January 2020 – Airbus Helicopters added 250 helicopters to HCare Smart and
Infinite contracts in 2019, increasing to 2,250 the number of aircraft now covered by a global
HCare material management contract. This means 19% of Airbus Helicopters’ worldwide
fleet is now covered by HCare.
New aircraft added at Heli-Expo 2020, all with HCare Smart, were from Papillon (21 H130s)
and Heliportugal (9 H125s). Papillon’s entire fleet of H130s will now be covered by HCare.
Also at the show, DRF Luftrettung signed an eight-year extension of HCare Smart for its entire
fleet of nearly 60 helicopters.
“The motivation behind our HCare support contracts is to let our customers focus on one
thing only: their missions. We aim to take care of everything else, ensuring the highest
levels of fleet availability, at the most competitive price. This helps our customers control
budgets and stabilize costs, while lowering the administrative burden,” said Christoph
Zammert, Executive Vice President of Customer Support & Services at Airbus Helicopters.
Other customers added in 2019 include PHI Health (H125s), Boston Med Flight (HCare
Smart), Superior Helicopters (HCare Infinite), and STARS air ambulance (HCare Smart),
among others. In North America alone, 78 helicopters joined HCare last year. And of the
58 H225s repurposed in 2019, more than 75% of those already in operation are covered
by HCare.
Airbus Helicopters’ range of HCare material management services starts out with Easy
(on-request catalogue services) and Smart (four by-the-hour options), before
progressively building up to Infinite (full availability commitments).
The HCare fleet is composed of almost every helicopter in the Airbus range for missions
ranging from emergency medical services and aerial work, to oil & gas, tourism and military
operations. Around 95 percent of HCare Smart customers opt to extend their contracts with
Airbus.
HCare is Airbus Helicopters’ support and service offer, providing superior customer service
support in five domains: Material Management; Helicopter Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
(MRO) and upgrades; Technical Support; Training & Flight Operations and Connected
Services. As part of this commitment to constantly support customers around the world,
experts are available on-call 24/7.
Stay tuned for updates throughout the show by following us on Twitter: @AirbusHeli,
@AirbusPress, Instagram @airbus_helicopters and Facebook. Showgoers can also download
the Airbus Press news app available for Android and Apple devices to keep up with all of the
news during the show.
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Email: contact.media.airbushelicopters@airbus.com
Web: http://helicopters.airbus.com
Follow us on twitter: twitter.com/AirbusPRESS

***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2018, it generated revenues of €64 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners.
Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the
world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft
solutions worldwide.
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